PROPOSITION D
A REFERENDUM ON STRONG MAYOR OR
ONE ON MAYOR JERRY SANDERS?
In June of 2010 San Diego voters were asked to make permanent the Council-Mayor
form of government. They approved the measure by 60% to 40%.
Overlaying the results of the 2010 Proposition D results with the returns from the 2008
June Mayoral primary makes clear the central importance of Mayor Jerry Sanders to the
outcome of Proposition D. In areas where Sanders performed well in June 2008,
Proposition D found strong support. In his re-election primary, Sanders received 56%+
in most if the communities straddling I-15, Carmel Valley, La Jolla, Point Loma,
Tierasanta and neighborhoods in the College area. Two years later, most of the precincts
in those neighborhoods voted at least 63% or more for Proposition D.
Conversely, Mayor Sanders continues to have a challenge in connecting to voters in the
older neighborhoods of the City south of Interstate 8. In several precincts in North Park,
South Park and Mid-City, San Diegans voted against Proposition D. Sanders struggled
two years earlier in these same areas, receiving less than 45% support in several of the
neighborhoods in the immediate proximity of Balboa Park.
These findings are consistent with other research about how voters. Asked to make
complex decisions, voters often look to proxies to help them best estimate whether their
preferences will be served by particular outcomes. In the case of Proposition D, they
seemed to have based their decision on their feelings regarding the Mayor. If they were
happy enough with Jerry Sanders in 2008 to re-elect him they also were likely to support
making permanent the Mayor-Council form of government. It they had been unhappy
with Mayor Sanders in 2008, two years later they still seemed skeptical that their interests
were being served by the status quo.
This has implications for the vote on City Hall in November There is every reason to
believe that the City Hall proposal will again present the voters with a fairly esoteric
policy choice on which it will be difficult for ordinary voters to determine how the
outcome might impact their daily lives. Likely the “Yes” side will have an
overwhelming financial advantage over the “No.” Dueling experts are likely to present
different scenarios as to whether the City will or will not save money over the life of the
proposal. Faced with such complexities (and given the Mayor’s almost assured

endorsement of the proposal that will be on the November ballot), we would assume a
similar geographic pattern of support will be found, with the areas which comprise Mayor
Sanders’ “base” also supporting the new City Hall proposal.
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